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Abstract As electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves may play an important role in radiation belt
dynamics, there has been a push to better include them into global simulations. How to best include EMIC
wave effects is still an open question. Recently many studies have attempted to parameterize EMIC waves
and their characteristics by geomagnetic indices. However, this does not fully take into account important
physics related to the phase of a geomagnetic storm. In this paper we first consider how EMIC wave
occurrence varies with the phase of a geomagnetic storm and the SYM-H, AE, and Kp indices. We show that
the storm phase plays an important role in the occurrence probability of EMIC waves. The occurrence rates
for a given value of a geomagnetic index change based on the geomagnetic condition. In this study we also
describe the typical plasma and wave parameters observed in L and magnetic local time for quiet, storm,
and storm phase. These results are given in a tabular format in the supporting information so that more
accurate statistics of EMIC wave parameters can be incorporated into modeling efforts.

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves and their relationship with geomagnetic storms [e.g., Halford
et al., 2010; Usanova et al., 2012; Halford et al., 2015] have been an area of great interest as they are believed
to potentially be an important loss mechanism for radiation belt electrons [e.g., Engebretson et al., 2008; Blum
et al., 2009; Fraser et al., 2010]. EMIC waves are identified as transverse and left-hand polarized and are regu-
larly observed at middle to high latitudes on the ground (approximately> 50). Ground-based studies typically
classify EMIC waves within the Pc1–Pc2 band (0.1–5 Hz). In space, the frequency of EMIC waves is deter-
mined by the ion gyrofrequencies in the source region, typically also found in the 0.1–5 Hz range inside the
magnetosphere. They are generated by temperature anisotropies often produced during enhancements of
ring current protons (10–100 keV) or set up by magnetopause compressions, both of which provide free
energy for wave growth [e.g., Cornwall, 1965; Olson and Lee, 1983]. During storms, the instability threshold
can be reduced when the ring current encroaches on the cold plasma population in the plasmasphere and
in plasmaspheric plumes [e.g., Criswell, 1969; Spasojevic et al., 2003; Fraser et al., 2005; Kotova, 2007]. However,
overlap between the ring current and plasmasphere is not a necessary nor sufficient condition for wave
growth [e.g., Halford et al., 2015; Denton et al., 2015]. The preferred region of wave growth for EMIC waves is
in regions of minimum B where the wave vector is parallel to the magnetic field, often found at the equator
[Gomberoff and Neira, 1983; Kozyra et al., 1984; Fraser et al., 1992; Gary et al., 1994]. Minimum B regions can
also be found in the outer dayside magnetosphere, near the magnetopause where the minimum B surface
bifurcates leading to Shabansky orbits [e.g., McCollough et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012; McCollough et al., 2012;
Liu et al., 2013; Allen et al., 2015]. An important part of understanding the theory and generation mechanism
of EMIC waves and their relationship with geomagnetic storms, the ring current, and the radiation belts is to
know where, when, and under what magnetospheric and plasma conditions EMIC waves are observed.

As the bounce-averaged pitch angle diffusion of MeV electrons with EMIC waves can easily stay near or above
the local strong diffusion limit in the outer regions of the radiation belts [Summers et al., 2007a], EMIC waves
are thought to potentially be an important player in radiation belt dynamics. However, this has to be bal-
anced with the fact that EMIC waves are relatively localized and their occurrence rates peak at higher L values
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[e.g., Anderson et al., 1992a; Halford et al., 2010; Min et al., 2012; Usanova et al., 2013; Allen et al., 2015; Saikin
et al., 2015] where there are fewer radiation belt electrons to interact with. Their relative importance, when
compared with loss mechanisms that are slower, but last longer and cover larger regions of the radiation belts,
is still debated. Thus, many previous studies have considered these effects on radiation belts; some with sta-
tistical approaches [e.g., Meredith et al., 2003; Usanova et al., 2014], modeling [e.g., Jordanova, 2007; Denton
et al., 2015], case studies, and proxies for EMIC wave activity [Sandanger et al., 2009; Spasojevic and Fuselier,
2009; Blum et al., 2009]. Whether the waves affect radiation belt dynamics depends in part on where and when
they occur as well as the local plasma conditions in the region.

Although EMIC waves can be modeled in a localized sense [e.g., Denton et al., 2014, 2015; Kim and Johnson,
2016], it is currently difficult to include them in large global MHD models. Global models can include the
effects of EMIC waves by using the ion temperature anisotropy of ion species generated as a proxy for EMIC
waves [e.g., McCollough et al., 2010]. EMIC waves can also be included though empirical statistical results from
satellite missions such as CRRES [e.g., Shprits et al., 2007; Ni et al., 2009; Shprits et al., 2013]. The question then
arises, what is the best way to create such an empirical model?

There are different methods by which models can include the effects of EMIC waves on radiation belt dynam-
ics. EMIC waves, as with other magnetospheric phenomena, are often parameterized by geomagnetic indices
[e.g., Gannon et al., 2007; Usanova et al., 2012; Keika, 2013; Horne et al., 2013; Meredith et al., 2014]. Others have
used the phases of geomagnetic storms [Ilie et al., 2008; Halford et al., 2010, 2015; Murphy et al., 2015; Katus
et al., 2015]. It is important to understand which method will best capture the physics associated with EMIC
waves. Future work should also consider not just the proxies which describe the physics associated with EMIC
wave observations but EMIC wave-particle dynamics. In this current paper we will first look at how EMIC wave
occurrence relates to geomagnetic indices as well as storm phase. As it becomes clear that there is a strong
storm phase dependance, we will consider the typical parameters for EMIC waves during the CRRES mission
under different geomagnetic conditions. This study is a first step at identifying a typical EMIC wave in the
inner magnetosphere in the region of the outer radiation belt using the CRRES data set. When comparing the
results from this paper to the typical waves observed for other satellite missions, it is important to remember
that CRRES was operational during a very active solar cycle compared to the solar cycles that have followed
[see, e.g., Morley et al., 2016, Figure 1].

2. Data Analysis and Methodology
2.1. The CRRES Mission
The CRRES mission was the predecessor to the Van Allen Probes with a very similar orbit and set of instru-
mentation. The CRRES mission, however, did not fully precess around the Earth but swept from an apogee of
08:00 LT at the time of launch from July 1990 through midnight at a rate of 1.3 h per month to approximately
14:00 magnetic local time (MLT) when the CRRES mission concluded in October 1991 [Fraser and Nguyen,
2001]. The orbital period was approximately 10 h with an apogee of 6.3 RE , a perigee of 350 km, and an incli-
nation of 18.3∘ [Fraser and Nguyen, 2001]. This allowed CRRES to cover geomagnetic latitudes between ±30∘
and view McIlwain L shells up to approximately 8 [McIlwain, 1966]. The satellite instrumentation included an
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) fluxgate magnetometer [Singer et al., 1992] and the Iowa plasma wave
experiment [Anderson et al., 1992b].

The three component fluxgate magnetic field data were sampled at 16 Hz. The X , Y , and Z sensor signals were
sampled by a 12 bit A/D converter at 16 times/1.024 s. CRRES was in its high sensitivity mode for ∼75% of its
orbit, out beyond ≈ 3RE [Singer et al., 1992]. Inside of L ≈ 3 EMIC waves were unable to be identified.

The University of Iowa/AFGL plasma wave instrument provided the cold electron number density data
[Anderson et al., 1992b] via the intense upper hybrid resonance frequency, fuhr, as described in Halford
et al. [2015].

The CRRES software used the Olson and Pfitzer static analytical model of the Earth’s magnetic field [Olson and
Pfitzer, 1974] to calculate the ephemeris parameters. As consistent upstream monitoring of the solar wind was
not available during the CRRES mission, the inputs necessary to run the more modern dynamic Tsyganenko
models were not available [e.g., Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005]. Thus, the static Olsen-Pfitzer model, which has
been shown to provide a good representation of the external magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere
[see, e.g., Friedel et al., 2005; Morley et al., 2013], was used. The internal field model (R < 2) is represented
by a fixed dipole, and the external field model takes into account quiet time magnetosphere conditions
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including contributions from the magnetopause, tail, and ring currents and is valid within 15 RE of the Earth
[Olson and Pfitzer, 1974]. This modeling mapped the orbit of CRRES to McIlwain L values up to approximately 8
[McIlwain, 1966].

2.2. Magnetospheric Condition
During the CRRES mission 124 storms were identified using the Kyoto SYM-H index [Halford et al., 2010] and a
plot of each of the storms and their phases can be found in Halford [2012, Figure 5.5]. Each geomagnetic storm
is divided into three phases, preonset, main, and recovery as described in Halford et al. [2010] and Halford et al.
[2015]. As each storm has phases of varying lengths, each phase has been defined based on characteristics of
the SYM-H index, which is a higher temporal and spatial version of the 1 h Dst. We have used the SYM-H index
to define our storms and the phases as it is a proxy for the strength of the ring current, perhaps a primary
driver of EMIC waves during geomagnetic storms. Magnetospheric compressions, which are another driver
of EMIC waves [e.g., Anderson et al., 1992a; A.J. Halford and I. R. Mann, Solar Wind Compression Generation
of Coincident EMIC and Whistler Mode Chorus and Hiss Waves, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research,
2016], are also well captured by the SYM-H index [see Carter et al., 2015]. The preonset phase is defined as
the 3 h prior to the onset of a storm. The main phase is taken as the onset to the minimum SYM-H value is
reached (mean length of ∼9 h). In this study the recovery phase definition is from the end of the main phase
until SYM-H has recovered 80% of the minimum value reached during the storm or until the onset of the next
storm (mean length of ∼18 h). A geomagnetic storm is defined when any of the three phases is occurring and
quiet conditions as when a storm is not in progress. These definitions allow for up to 3 h of overlap between
the recovery phase and preonset of the following storm.

2.3. EMIC Waves
This study uses the same set of EMIC waves as was used in Halford et al. [2015], which is an updated list from
that used in Halford et al. [2010]. The magnetometer data were processed and studied for 8 h centered on
apogee at L values for L ≥ 3. Since the equatorial ring current is typically geo-effective at L > 3, it is consid-
ered that very few EMIC waves observed on lower L values would potentially be generated by the storm time
dynamics. We note that Kasahara et al. [1992] reported EMIC at L < 3, using the Akebono satellite, though
occurrence rates were not presented. As the regions where Akebono and CRRES were able to measure EMIC
waves do not overlap we leave further discussion of EMIC at low L to future work. The waves were identified
visually using CRRES data processed by T.S. Nguyen between 0 and 4 Hz [Fraser and Nguyen, 2001] although
the bandwidth covered frequencies from 0 to 8 Hz. No EMIC waves were found in the data set above 4 Hz.
A total of 913 EMIC wave events (5970 min) were identified throughout the CRRES mission. There were 492
(totaling 3407 min) EMIC wave events observed during geomagnetic storms. Although the recovery phase of
the storm was the longest of the three phases, the main phase saw the largest amount of wave activity at 275
events totaling 1907 min. The recovery phase had 189 individual events for 1356 min of wave activity. The
preonset phase saw the fewest with 34 individual events for 195 min of wave activity. This is possibly due to
the CRRES orbit not fully traversing the noon sector where compression driven waves are expected to have a
peak occurrence. There are 51 min of wave activity overlap with the recovery phase of the previous storm. For
these events the relevant parameters are counted once as storm time and then counted in each subset that
they occurred in, preonset and recovery phase.

3. AE, SYM-H, Kp, or Storm Phase?

Each of the commonly used indices, AE, SYM-H, and Kp, has been used to try to quantify wave-particle effects
on the radiation belts [e.g., Kasahara et al., 1992; Li et al., 2009; Usanova et al., 2012; Meredith et al., 2014].
However, each of these indices has their own pitfalls. For instance, the SYM-H index is an ideal candidate for
EMIC wave studies as we typically think of the SYM-H or Dst indices as a measure of the strength of the ring
current [e.g., Dessler and Parker, 1959; Sckopke, 1966; Sugiura, 1964], one region which can provide free energy
for the growth of EMIC waves. However, the SYM-H and Dst indices can be greatly affected by other current
systems as well as ground induced currents [e.g., Siscoe and Crooker, 1974; Carter et al., 2015, and references
within]. The results from Halford et al. [2010] imply that a particular SYM-H value during the main phase may
not have the same local plasma conditions, e.g., the same temperature anisotropy and thus correlation to
EMIC waves, during the recovery phase of the storm.

By contrast, the AE and Kp indices are often thought of as indicators of substorm activity [e.g., Rostoker, 1972;
Kamide and Akasofu, 1983] and enhanced magnetospheric convection [e.g., Thomsen, 2004], respectively.
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Figure 1. An example storm during the CRRES mission from 27 November to 29 November 1990. (a) The SYM-H index,
(b) the Kp index, and (c) the AE index; the onset is highlighted in yellow, the main phase in green, and the recovery
phase in blue.

It is important to ask the question: how would these processes effect the generation of EMIC waves? Substorm
activity may provide enough free energy into the ring current through proton substorm injections, as sug-
gested by the results shown in Blum et al. [2015] and previously posed in other work [e.g., Bossen et al., 1976;
Kangas et al., 1998; Fraser et al., 2012]. In general, Kp and SYM-H follow each other [e.g., Saba et al., 1997]. If there
is a relationship with EMIC waves and the SYM-H index, perhaps there is one with Kp. Kp is also often thought to
describe convection of the magnetosphere and thus the evolution of the plasmasphere. As EMIC waves have
been thought to have an important relationship with the plasmasphere and plasmaspheric plumes, perhaps
the Kp index would work well as a proxy for EMIC wave occurrences as suggested by Kasahara et al. [1992] for
EMIC at L < 3.

During both geomagnetic storms and quiet conditions, as defined by the SYM-H index discussed above, one
can find a large range of AE and Kp values. The storm on 27 November 1990, shown in Figure 1, provides an
example where the same values of AE and Kp can be found during quiet, preonset, main, and recovery phases.
If EMIC waves are correlated to geomagnetic processes related to AE or Kp instead of SYM-H or storm phase,
we may expect similar occurrence probabilities of observing EMIC waves for a given index value regardless
of geomagnetic condition. As many empirical models use the AE or Kp indices to describe wave activity, it is
important to know if this is valid or if storm phase plays perhaps a greater role. In order to determine if either
storm phases or indices have a greater role, we have calculated the occurrence probability of EMIC waves for
a given SYM-H (Figure 2), AE (Figure 3), and Kp (Figure 4) value for all EMIC waves, those observed during quiet
geomagnetic conditions, and those found during geomagnetic storms and their phases.

In order to address how often a given value of an index is observed by storm phase, we have sorted SYM-H, AE,
and Kp values by geomagnetic condition as defined in section 2.2. These results can be seen in Figures 2–4
where the occurrence percentage for the SYM-H, AE, and Kp indices, respectively, during the CRRES mission
are shown in the yellow bars for each bin. The occurrence distribution for the indices differs between each
defined geomagnetic condition. For comparison the percentage of EMIC waves observed in a given bin is
plotted with the blue bars. As can be seen, the occurrence distribution of EMIC waves does not consistently
follow the distribution of the indices for a given geomagnetic condition. This tells us that the occurrence of
EMIC waves is not the same for a given index value, and thus, the indices are not a good proxy for EMIC wave
activity.

We have calculated the occurrence rate of EMIC waves for a given index bin (the blue lines) during a given
geomagnetic condition (the number of minutes of EMIC wave activity in a given bin divided by the number of
minutes of satellite dwell time in that bin). For example, in Figure 2 the occurrence of EMIC waves in the −50
to −40 nT SYM-H bin for all EMIC waves as well as during quiet conditions is 1.5% and during storm conditions
is 1.6%. However, there are much larger differences for this bin if we consider the individual phases. During
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Figure 2. The blue lines represent the occurrence probability of EMIC waves for a given SYM-H value for all times, quiet
and storm periods, and during the prestorm, main phase, and recovery phases. The blue bar graphs show the percent of
EMIC waves observed in a given bin and the yellow bar graphs show the percent of SYM-H observations in a given bin.

Figure 3. The blue lines represent the occurrence probability of EMIC waves for a given AE value for all times, quiet and
storm periods, and during the prestorm, main phase, and recovery phases. The blue bar graphs show the percent of
EMIC waves observed in a given bin and the yellow bar graphs show the percent of AE observations in a given bin.
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Figure 4. The blue lines represent the occurrence probability of EMIC waves for a given Kp value for all times, quiet and
storm periods, and during the prestorm, main phase, and recovery phases. The blue bar graphs show the percent of
EMIC waves observed in a given bin and the yellow bar graphs show the percent of Kp observations in a given bin.

the main phase when most radiation belt loss is observed, the occurrence rate is approximately 3.3% where as
during the preonset and recovery phase, when the radiation belts are often observed to recover, it is ∼0.8%.

For the SYM-H index, as shown in Figure 2, the highest occurrence probabilities are found when SYM-H is
positive and thus during geomagnetic compressions. This agrees well with previous observations where the
highest occurrences of EMIC waves found in the noon sector and at higher L values likely due to sudden
impulse events [e.g., Anderson et al., 1992a; Usanova et al., 2012]. This is followed by the main phase where the
occurrences are generally elevated when compared to the recovery phase or even storm time when taken
as a whole. Again, as EMIC waves are expected to grow from an enhancement of the ring current, this result
is expected. However, it may not be as expected to find the discrepancy between the same SYM-H bins dur-
ing both the main and recovery phases as it is assumed that the ring current would be equally “enhanced”
regardless of the storm phase. The free energy necessary to grow EMIC waves is not solely provided by an
enhancement of the ring current but specifically by a temperature anisotropy in the ion populations. The tem-
perature anisotropy inside of the ring current specifically, and more generally throughout the magnetosphere,
likely evolves throughout a geomagnetic storm. Perhaps it is this change in temperature anisotropy and avail-
able free energy and thus EMIC wave occurrence, which is better captured by considering storm phase than
the specific value of an index.

Another thing to note with the discrepancy between the main phase and recovery phase statistics is when
one looks at the lowest SYM-H values (<−100 nT). The occurrence rate during the main phase drops off to
nearly zero, while the recovery phase stays slightly elevated. This may be due to an increase in the amount
of oxygen in the ring current during the main phase due to ionospheric outflow [e.g., Glocer et al., 2009].
Increased amounts of oxygen can damp the wave growth of EMIC waves in the helium and hydrogen bands
[e.g., Omidi et al., 2013]. Oxygen also has a much shorter lifetime in the ring current than the lighter ions
meaning that within the first few hours of the recovery phase at higher L values [e.g., Gerrard et al., 2014],
when they SYM-H index is still disturbed and there may still be temperature anisotropies within the helium
and hydrogen ion populations, EMIC waves may be able to once again grow.
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The relationship between substorms (or AE) and EMIC waves has long been proposed [e.g., Ishida et al., 1987;
Kangas et al., 1998; Wanliss and Showalter, 2006] and some observational evidence is found [e.g., Kangas et al.,
1998; Blum et al., 2015]. Again the free energy to grow the wave potentially comes from the particle injec-
tions related to the substorm. When we consider the occurrence frequency of EMIC waves with respect to AE,
Figure 3 (top left), we see a fairly steady rise as AE increases. This trend is observed during quiet and recov-
ery conditions, however, there is an increase at the lower AE values during the preonset phase. Although the
occurrence rates found during the main phase are a bit scattered, they appear to be elevated regardless of
the AE index itself. This lack of a strong correlation during both the prestorm and main phase is likely due to
the driver during these different conditions. Neither the compressions expected in the preonset phase nor the
storm time ring current enhancements are well described by the AE index. We note in this context that due to
the sparse solar wind monitoring for the CRRES era that we cannot explicitly study the link between compres-
sions and EMIC with this data set. During quiet and recovery phase conditions, substorm proton injections
may become an important source of free energy to grow EMIC waves leading to the higher occurrence rates
at large AE values during these geomagnetic conditions. However, like the SYM-H index, the storm phase has
a more predictive power for the occurrence of EMIC waves than for a given AE index value.

As many global models which include empirical occurrences of waves use the Kp index, it has been included
here and shown in Figure 4. The occurrence probability of EMIC waves during quiet (nonstorm) conditions
has a peak at Kp = 4–5. Above Kp = 5 it is likely that we have entered into the main phase of a geomagnetic
storm. Thus, it is likely, although not shown here, that this population is, at least in part, due to geomagnetic
compressions that continue through the early main phase. During all three phases of a geomagnetic storm
the probability of seeing an EMIC wave goes up with Kp; however, the distribution is much broader during the
main phase, as seen with the other two indices and once again the storm phase and geomagnetic condition
appear to play an important role in whether or not one expects EMIC waves.

Regardless of the index used, storm phase has a significant effect on the expected occurrence of EMIC waves.
This is likely due to the physical processes observed during different geomagnetic conditions. Specifically, the
availability of free energy though a local increase in the ion temperature anisotropy necessary to grow EMIC
waves can differ greatly between storm phases. We will now consider the typical (median) characteristics of
EMIC waves by L and MLT.

4. Occurrence of EMIC Waves

To help us understand where EMIC waves occur, and how this changes with magnetospheric conditions,
Figure 5 presents a series of polar plots of the EMIC wave occurrence rates. Figure 5 (top row) shows quiet
time and storm time data; Figure 5 (bottom row) shows the occurrence rates in each of the storm phases. We
consider bins of 0.5 L and 1 h in MLT to gather occurrence rate information, similar to the techniques used
by Usanova et al. [2012]. The longest time periods used in our work are 60 s resolution, and thus, the bin is
considered statistically valid if there are at least 40 min of CRRES dwell time spent in the bin. If the bin has
less than 40 min of dwell time, we exclude the bin due to insufficient sampling. Most bins which had data
collected during the CRRES mission were found to satisfy this criteria for L < 7.5 and in the dusk sector. The
smaller polar plots embedded in Figure 5 have the bin filled yellow if there was enough time to be statistically
valid and blue if not for a given magnetospheric condition. Tables of the occurrence percentage and satellite
dwell time are provided in the supporting information.

The normalized occurrence rates for bins where EMIC waves were observed during different magnetospheric
conditions can be seen in Figure 5. Although the occurrence rates appear to be low in both quiet and storm
time, the occurrence rates are clearly larger during geomagnetic storms. During quiet geomagnetic storm
conditions the maximum occurrence rates were found to be∼11% with a minimum of<0.1% compared to the
maximum found during storm times of ∼14.5% and a minimum of ∼0.2%. The storm time means are greatly
affected by both the main and recovery phase statistics which differ significantly from each other.

Although the preonset phase does not contain many bins which have enough dwell time to be valid as well
as few EMIC wave occurrences, the occurrence rates increase around the dayside, where the majority of EMIC
waves are known to occur (Figure 5) [e.g., Anderson et al., 1992a; Usanova et al., 2012]. It is also found that
these rates are typically higher than those found during the recovery phase of the geomagnetic storm with a
maximum of ∼13.6% and a mean of ∼6.3%, but not as large as those found to occur during the main phase.
Though there is some overlap between these periods and the late recovery phase, the reported rates do not
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Figure 5. Polar plots of the EMIC wave occurrence rates during quiet, storm, preonset, main, and recovery phases. The
inlaid polar plots show yellow when a bin has enough satellite dwell time to be valid and blue when there is not
enough dwell time, and white when it was not sampled. The green circle is at L = 3, the red at L = 6, and black at L = 9.

change significantly when overlapping phases are removed from this analysis. With the CRRES mission ending
prior to traversing around the noon sector, a location where likely many EMIC waves are caused by dynamics
associated with magnetospheric compression, we will require new sources of data to confirm this trend.

The main phase is found to be where the highest occurrence rates occur with a maximum of ∼34% and a
minimum occurrence rate of ∼0.7%. In general, the mean occurrence rate for EMIC waves during the main
phase is∼10%. As seen in Figure 5, the occurrence rates tend to increase at higher L and as one moves around
the dusk sector toward noon. During the CRRES mission the main phase was where the majority of EMIC
waves were found to occur [Halford et al., 2010], and this holds true once the event occurrences have been
normalized to the spacecraft dwell time.

The recovery phase has the lowest occurrence rates observed during geomagnetic storms with a maximum
of ∼10.8% and a minimum of ∼0.3%. These values are more closely related to the quiet time levels than those
found during the other two storm phases. The recovery phase shows the same trend as the other magne-
tospheric conditions in that as one moves to higher L and around to noon, there is a slight increase in the
observed rates.

5. Cold Plasma Density and EMIC Waves

The median number density of the cold electrons as determined by the upper hybrid frequency is shown for
the different magnetospheric conditions in Figure 6 for all the EMIC waves observed during the CRRES mission
and during the different phases of a geomagnetic storm. The inset plots in Figure 6 show the median density
for each bin during a given magnetospheric condition when no EMIC waves were observed. This becomes a
baseline that can be used to compare how the density may differ during EMIC wave activity as done in Halford
et al. [2015]. On average, the density was observed to be higher during the times when EMIC waves were
observed. The median as well as the upper and lower quartiles for the cold plasma number density during
EMIC waves is provided in the supporting information.

The median cold plasma number density for EMIC waves during geomagnetic storms was 36 cm−3 and the
main phase saw the highest median densities at 45 cm−3 as seen in Figure 6. A more interesting statistic is
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Figure 6. Polar plots of the median cold plasma density during quiet, storm, preonset, main, and recovery phases. The
inlaid polar plots show the median cold plasma number density when there were no EMIC waves observed for a given
geomagnetic condition. The green circle is at L = 3, the red at L = 6, and black at L = 9.

to look at how the median densities during EMIC waves compare to when EMIC waves were not observed
[Halford et al., 2015]. On average the cold plasma densities observed during EMIC waves were approximately
3 times larger than those observed when no EMIC waves were present, with no dependence on geomagnetic
index or storm phase. It is important to point out that this does not necessarily mean that EMIC waves occurred
in plasmaspheric plumes or the plasmasphere, as this increased density may still be small when compared to
plume/plasmasphere densities.

6. The Local 𝜶∗ Parameter and EMIC Waves

As EMIC waves are thought to potentially be an important contribution to trapped particle loss, especially
during the main phase, for radiation belt electrons, we can consider the𝛼∗ parameter which in part determines
the rate that EMIC waves pitch angle scatter electrons into the atmosphere [e.g., Summers and Thorne, 2003].
The values for the parameters in the dispersion relation, as well as 𝛼∗, change under different magnetospheric
conditions. The parameter 𝛼∗ is defined as

𝛼
∗ =

Ω2
e

𝜔2
pe

=
V2

A

𝜖c2
=

B2
o

4𝜋No

1
mec2

, (1)

where 𝜖 = me∕mp. Thus, 𝛼∗ can be thought of as proportional to the Alfven velocity squared, V2
A , or the mag-

netic energy per a particle
B2

o

4𝜋No
[e.g., Summers et al., 2007b], where Bo and No are the background magnetic

field and cold plasma density, respectively. The effect of the duskside plasmaspheric bulge can be seen in the
decrease of the 𝛼

∗ values on the duskside of the magnetosphere.

The local 𝛼∗ parameter during EMIC waves (Figure 7) are significantly lower (∼0.5) from the 𝛼
∗ observed when

EMIC waves are not observed (inlayed plots in Figure 7). This is expected as 𝛼∗ is proportional to the magnetic
field and inversely proportional to the cold plasma density. As shown in section 5, the density is observed to
be higher when EMIC waves occur, thus lowering 𝛼

∗. On average the 𝛼
∗ values observed during quiet geo-

magnetic conditions (median 𝛼
∗ = 0.009) are lower than those found during geomagnetic storms (median

𝛼
∗ = 0.011). However, the lowest values are observed during the main phase of geomagnetic storms where

the median 𝛼
∗ = 0.008. The preonset and recovery phases both see higher values on average and are more
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Figure 7. Polar plots of the median 𝛼
∗ during quiet, storm, preonset, main, and recovery phases. The inlaid polar plots

show what the median 𝛼
∗ was in each bin for the times when EMIC waves were not observed for a geomagnetic

condition. The green circle is at L = 3, the red at L = 6, and black at L = 9.

similar to quiet time values than those found during the main phase. The median, upper, and lower quartiles
of 𝛼∗ during EMIC waves are provided in the supporting information.

7. The Typical Wave Amplitude of EMIC Waves

Like 𝛼
∗, the wave amplitude plays a large role in the calculation of the diffusion coefficients. The wave ampli-

tude in part determines whether one can assume quasi-linear effects [e.g., Summers, 2005] or if one must take
into account nonlinear effects [e.g., Albert and Bortnik, 2009]. Typical EMIC wave amplitudes tend to be much
less than 1 nT with medians around 0.3 nT as shown in Figure 8, though peak wave amplitudes can be much
higher [e.g., Fraser et al., 2012]. Although there is some variation of the wave amplitudes observed between
the different geomagnetic conditions, this parameter is relatively constant and is also the most evenly dis-
tributed. As this parameter is often cited to determine when one has to consider nonlinear dynamics, we have
included polar plots of the upper and lower quartiles in Figures 9 and 10. Although the upper quartile in many
bins does start to approach or exceed 1 nT, the majority of EMIC waves have amplitudes<1 nT. This has poten-
tially large implications for modeling. Computing quasi-linear pitch angle diffusion coefficients is much less
computationally expensive and, from the CRRES statistics, appears to often be a valid assumption.

8. Discussion/Conclusions

Although CRRES was unable to observe a large portion of the EMIC wave populations at L> 7 and in the
noon sector due to its orbit and the mission concluding before it precessed through the noon sector, it was
able to look closely at the region where EMIC waves may be a large contributor to storm time loss of the
radiation belts. However, it is important to note that CRRES, like any individual satellite, is only able to sample
at a single point location and a very small fraction of the magnetosphere during a geomagnetic storm and
thus may not sample all EMIC waves for a given event. EMIC waves were observed during less than half of
the CRRES era storms [Halford et al., 2010; Halford, 2012]. Some of this may be due to the MLT of apogee,
specifically when CRRES was primarily sampling the dawn and midnight sector during which approximately
half the storms occurred it was unlikely to be sampling the region where EMIC waves typically occur. Although
we try to remove the single point measurement bias by normalizing to the dwell time of the spacecraft in a
given location bin, it is still possible that we are not able to compute accurate occurrence statistics given that
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Figure 8. Polar plots of the median wave amplitude during quiet, storm, preonset, main, and recovery phases. The
green circle is at L = 3, the red at L = 6, and black at L = 9.

Figure 9. Polar plots of the upper quartile wave amplitude during quiet, storm, preonset, main, and recovery phases.
The green circle is at L = 3, the red at L = 6, and black at L = 9.
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Figure 10. Polar plots of the lower quartile wave amplitude during quiet, storm, preonset, main, and recovery phases.
The green circle is at L = 3, the red at L = 6, and black at L = 9.

we have less than a year’s worth of data on the duskside where the majority of storm time EMIC waves are
thought to occur and only took measurements during the declining phase of a very active solar cycle. How-
ever, as CRRES was operational during a very active solar cycle, these results may perhaps provide better storm
time EMIC statistics than subsequent satellite missions which have been operational during the current very
quiet solar maximum. Including observations from other missions in future studies, such as the Van Allen
Probes, which have a similar orbit, will help determine the importance of the solar cycle activity, as well as
provide increased statistics.

As we try to understand the relative importance of EMIC waves as well as other loss mechanisms to radiation
belt dynamics, it is vital to determine when and where they occur and interact with radiation belt particles. We
showed that this relationship is not well described by a single geomagnetic index, as the underlying physics
is different between the phases of a geomagnetic storm. Although Reeves et al. [2003] have shown that the
radiation belts respond inconsistently to geomagnetic storms, other studies have suggested that for both CME
and CIR driven storms, there is consistently loss during the main phase [e.g., Morley et al., 2010; Murphy et al.,
2015]. For all three indices, the main phase had either the highest occurrence rates and/or the broadest range
of values with enhanced EMIC wave occurrence [e.g., MacDonald et al., 2010]. Although we did not show that
these waves are capable of pitch angle scattering radiation belt electrons into the atmosphere, this trend is
suggestive that EMIC waves may be important to radiation belt dynamics specifically during the main phase
of geomagnetic storms.

In summary and in addition to the results from Halford et al. [2010] and Halford et al. [2015], we find

1. The storm phase greatly changes the occurrence probability of EMIC waves for a given index value.
2. The median EMIC wave amplitude was found to be much less than 1 nT at ∼0.3 nT.
3. EMIC waves occurring during the recovery phase saw plasma and wave characteristics closer to those found

during geomagnetic quiet conditions than those observed during the main phase.
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